Legal Metrology Department
Skilled Worker Certificate

Process Flow for Skilled Worker Certificate
Apply online on the Single Desk Portal on AP industries department

Select legal metrology services under Apply for Approvals
Select Skilled Worker Certificate from the List of Services under Legal Metrology
Services listed and click on Apply
Fill the application form & uploads the document online
Submit the filled application online
Generate unique identification number
Department verifies the authenticity of the documents uploaded with the concerned
authorities
The department uploads the digitally signed verification report
Once application is approved, the applicant received SMS and can download the final
digitally signed Skilled worker certificate online

Checklist for Skilled Worker Certificate
UPLOAD ONLINE FOR SKILLED WORKER CERTIFICATE
S.No
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Particulars
Address Proof of the applicant that he shall be the resident of Andhra Pradesh
Proof of Date of Birth
Aadhar Card of the applicant
Copy of Educational Qualification Certificate
Genuineness/Veracity of the educational qualification certificate obtained from the competent
authority
Undertaking from the applicant for issuance of skilled worker certificate, in the following performa
UNDERTAKING
(By the Applicant for issuance of the skilled worker certificate)
I……………………s/o……………..resident of ……………………………………………………………………. is hereby
declare that,
1. I am an unemployed person and not working in any firm/organization.
2. As soon as I get any employment other than utilizing this certificate, I will Inform the same to
the Controller, Legal Metrology, Vijayawada
3. I will inform the change of employer/firm time to time if any there is change in the new firm
employment duly utilizing this certificate.
4. I will not engage in the two or more firms at a time duly utilizing the skill worker certificate.
5. I affirm that I am neither convicted in any case nor there are any criminal case(s) pending
against me.
6. If the above information provided by me is proved to be wrong, in future I will be held
responsible and I will agree for cancellation and confiscation of my skilled worker certificate or any
other action as deemed fit by the Controller, Legal Metrology, A.P.
Place:
Date:

Timeline: 21 Days

Signature:

